Out-of-State Fingerprint Instructions

If you reside outside of Illinois and are unable to have your fingerprints taken by an Illinois
licensed fingerprint vendor, you may have your fingerprints taken by an out-of-state agency or
vendor such as a local police department. Once the fingerprints have been taken, you will need to
mail them to an Illinois licensed vendor to be scanned. If you intend to have your fingerprints
taken by an out-of-state agency or vendor, please follow the steps below:

1. Identify an Illinois licensed vendor to which you plan to send your fingerprints. Contact
the vendor and confirm it will accept your fingerprints from another state. The Illinois
licensed vendor must have Card Scan capability to process fingerprints taken by an outof-state agency or vendor. The Illinois licensed vendor may have further instructions for
you. A list of Illinois licensed fingerprint vendors is available on the Department’s
website at: https://www.idfpr.com/LicenseLookUp/fingerprintlist.asp
2. Identify a local agency or vendor at which your fingerprints can be taken. The out-ofstate agency or vendor should have an FBI Card – sometimes referred to as a “Blue Card”
– on which your fingerprints will be taken. The Card will look identical or similar to the
Card provided by the FBI: https://www.fbi.gov/file-repository/standard-fingerprint- formfd-258-1.pdf/view
3. When you go to the local agency or vendor to have your fingerprints taken, you will
bring a “Fingerprint Consent Form.” This form must be used for fingerprints taken in
Illinois or out-of-state. A link to the Fingerprint Consent Form will be available on the
Department’s Adult Use Cannabis website by November 10, 2019. Be sure the
Fingerprint Consent Form you use contains the Requesting Agency ORI Identifier:
IL920715Z and Purpose Code: DOA Cannabis Dispensing Agent. Please note, you
CANNOT use the same Fingerprint Consent Form used for the Medical Cannabis
Program.
4. Fingerprints must be taken within 30 days of the application being submitted.
Applicants may want to delay having their fingerprints taken until December 3 or later to
ensure they are not taken too early. Fingerprints taken too early will result in a deficiency
that the applicant will have 10 calendar days to remedy.
5. You will then mail the FBI Card and Fingerprint Consent Form to the Illinois licensed
vendor you identified in step one of this process. The Illinois licensed vendor will scan
your fingerprint card and transmit your fingerprint data electronically to the Illinois State
Police (ISP). A Transaction Control Number (TCN) will be assigned at that time. The
fingerprint vendor will provide you with a receipt including the date your fingerprints
were taken and the TCN number. Please submit this receipt and a copy of the Fingerprint
Consent Form with your Application for Proposed Principal Officer of an Adult Use
Dispensing Organization and retain a copy of each document for your records. Be sure to
fill out every field on the Fingerprint Consent Form, including the TCN in the Facility
Information Section.
The ISP and the FBI will each perform a criminal history background check based on your
fingerprint data. When completed, the results of the ISP background check and FBI background
check will be delivered electronically to the Department.

